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Sensorist partner up with the leading Pharmacy 
supplier in Polen.  
Sensorist, have made an exclusive agreement with Omnic in Polen within the Pharmacy sector.  
Omnic is the leading distributor of control and measurement equipment on the Polish market. The new 
distributor is an exclusive representative of high quality and valued global brands. The deal will make 
Sensorist products even more accessible to Pharmacy businesses across the country. 

"Through the agreement with Omnic, we will get a much better exposure within the Pharmacy market 
in Polen. By introducing the Sensorist wireless sensor temperature monitoring system in Polen with 
Omnic we will keep increasing visibility and sales momentum. It now becomes easier for Sensorist to 
introduce new products, and it will be easier to participate in bigger projects. We are confident that this 
agreement will further strengthen our position as the preferred partner in the field of IoT easy-to-use 
wireless temperature monitoring solutions” says Stiig Larsen, Sales Director, Sensorist. 

Omnic launched in 2018 a new online store as a new sales channel in addition to the existing activity 
carried out since 2003 under the name Centrum Pomiarów (Measurement Center). Omnic specialises in 
devices used to measure and record temperature, humidity and other physical quantities. Omnic focuses 
on high quality and modern products, guaranteeing users the simplicity of use and reliability of daily 
operation. 

Tomas Trocki, Commercial Director at Omnic adds: "The agreement with Sensorist is a great 
development for us. The Sensorist products gives us the product we have been looking for to cover the 
fast growing temperature monitoring market within the Pharmacy sector. Sensorist have a truly 
innovative product for wireless monitoring of temperature, humidity for both small and large enterprise 
business solutions. We have a complete setup in our offices, so we can demonstrate the features of the 
system either in person or online. There will also be an opportunity to get the Sensorist products 
presented by our Sales Consultants all over Polen or at the Polagra Tech Fair from 30.09 to 4.10.2018.  

The agreement between Sensorist ApS and Omic takes immediate effect. 

Sensorist in brief 
Sensorist is a world leading manufacturer and supplier of award winning wireless high-end temperature, 
humidity and CO2 measurement products. Sensorist is located in the center of Copenhagen, Denmark 
and is selling in to more than 55 countries world wide and have done more than +1,2 billion 
measurements. Our hardware and software is designed to be accurate and very user-friendly. 

Read more on the website www.omnic.pl or www.sensorist.com/pro 
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